Coogee Prep Birthday Book Donations

Every book helps grow our library!

Coogee Prep has partnered with The Kids Bookshop to make purchasing a Birthday Book Donation for the school very easy.

1) Click on the Donate a Birthday Book sidebar menu (under Community in the Parents and Friends section of the School website) to go directly to a list of specially chosen books on The Kids Bookshop site. Or, go to www.thekidsbookshop.com.au and select Coogee Boys Prep Birthday Book List from the Categories drop down menu. We have selected a range of books we would like to add to our library collection.

2) Choose your book or books, and if your order is UNDER $50 in value, add the coupon code ‘noship’ during checkout (this ensures that the freight charge is removed at the last stage of checkout – No code should be added to an order over $50 as there is no freight charge applied). Note that you only need to fill out your billing address, and then give the school details as the shipping address.

Coogee Boys Prep School PO Box 190 RANDWICK NSW 2031

3) Please also tick the Gift Wrapping option to add your son’s name & Coogee Boys Prep in the Gift Message field, so that it is clear which student the donation is from.

We need to ensure that the orders are flagged as Coogee Prep and the above steps ensure this.

“The helpful thought for which you look is written somewhere in a book.”

Edward Gorey

The library thanks you!